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WELCOME TO THE MC NETWORK
Welcome to the seventh issue of Mass Culture/ Mobilisation Culturelle's newsletter.
MC Minds releases the newest podcast. Check out Margo Charlton's research
Transforming Communities Through the Arts . Click HERE to listen.
Curious about Mass Culture/ Mobilisation Culturelle's nationwide gatherings? Want to get
involved? Interested in hosting a Gathering? Contact Fanny at
engagement@massculture.ca
If you are interested in meeting with Mass Culture to ﬁnd out more about the initiative and
share your thoughts, contact us at info@massculture.ca
Don't forget to follow us on TWITTER and FACEBOOK!
Mindy Doherty, MC Administrator
info@massculture.ca

Upcoming Events ...
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MASS CULTURE NATIONWIDE
GATHERINGS
Following three pilot events in the spring, Mass Culture Gathering activity is
taking off across the country!
Eleven conversations are currently in planning across the country, gathering
artists, cultural workers, policy-makers, academics… to consider the gaps and
needs in Canadian research and policy on topics ranging from cities as creative
hubs, affordable housing for artists and professional development to well-being
and creativity, social ROI and the impact of community arts.
Sharing Documents will be published as the gatherings unfold, and to host your
own, simply contact Fanny Martin at engagement@massculture.ca.
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Join the Network and check out who's already there. Click HERE.

MC Minds Podcast

Mass Culture in partnership with voicED Radio present MC Minds. A
discussion of multiple research topics with arts innovators that are relevant and
necessary within the Arts and Culture community today across Canada. MC
Minds will inspire, educate, question, connect and journey through longitudinal
research in cross disciplinary ﬁelds across the country.
The next podcast in the series is with Margo Charlton on her research,
Transforming Communities Through the Arts. Margo with her research “hat”
on discusses evaluative thinking, ‘artivism', 360 degree surveys, and how to
make art more accessible through research.
Click HERE to listen!
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MC Murmurs

"The Mass Culture initiative is really important because you are bringing
together a conversation about research. Given the size of the country, we are
isolated from one another and working in our own little silos. I know for myself
I’ve often got so many projects open on my desk it’s difﬁcult for me to reach out
when I hear about a study that interests me.
The role that Mass Culture is playing to identify the importance of research,
what people are ﬁnding, and an opportunity to hear about things that we
wouldn’t otherwise know about is important. As a researcher, I can’t take that
on myself."
- Margo Charlton
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connect and knowledge-share with artists, arts organizations and academic
institutions. If you have completed or know of any cultural policy research that
you want to share with the sector contact us at info@massculture.ca
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